Abstract-This paper derives code construction criteria for frequency selective multiple input multiple output (MIMO) channels with single carrier modulation. It is shown that the standard delay diversity code fails to exploit full diversity order in presence of delay spread. We propose a generalized delay-diversity code which exploits full diversity.
Introduction: There is increasing interest [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] in space-time coding for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) frequency selective wireless channels. This paper addresses space-time code design for such channels from a single carrier perspective. We derive code construction criterion for exploiting full spatio-temporal diversity in the channel. We analyze the delay diversity code [5] in the presence of delay spread and show that it does not exploit full spatio-temporal diversity. We propose a generalized delay diversity code which adapts the code delay to the delay spread and show that it exploits full spatio-temporal diversity. We support our analysis through simulations. Signal and Channel Model: Consider a point-to-point multiple antenna wireless link with M T transmit and M R receive antennas. The channel between the t th transmit and r th receive antenna is frequency selective and its symbolsampled baseband impulse response h r,t has L taps as follows
where h k r,t is the channel response at the k th delay tap, and D represents a delay of one symbol period. The elements h 0 r,t , . . . , h L−1 r,t are assumed to be complex circular Gaussian random variables with zero mean. We assume no channel knowledge at the transmitter and a coherent receiver with full channel knowledge. Let the signal transmitted from the t th transmit antenna over N + L − 1 time samples be s 1,t , s 2,t , . . . , s N,t , . . . , s N +L−1,t . We rewrite the transmitted signal in the form of a (L×N ) Hankel matrix for reasons that will be clear shortly,
The signal received at the r th receive antenna, y r (1 × N ), is
. . . h
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where
Rewrite this by transposing both sides as
If we now vectorize and transpose both sides we have
T , the input matrix S = I MR ⊗ S and the noise vector n = vec(N T ) T . The channel h in (5) is a Gaussian row vector. For purposes of simplicity and illustration of key ideas, we assume the channel taps are uncorrelated across space and time. i.e. E(h * h) = I MT MRL . A realistic channel model will induce correlations across taps which can be easily incorporated into our model. Probability of Error: The probability of mistaking the codeword S (i) for S (j) , where i = j, is given by the pairwise error probability (PEP) as
Averaging the Chernoff upper bound on the PEP over the Gaussian channel vector, h, we have
where q is the rank of the difference matrix E i,j = S (i) − S (j) , E i,j = I MR ⊗ E i,j and λ k is the k th singular value of E i,j E * i,j . Clearly, the diversity order, qM R , depends on the rank of the error matrix, E(i, j), and can be as high as M T M R L. Full system diversity is obtained by ensuring that the difference matrix, E i,j = S (i) −S (j) is full rank for all pairs i, j. Delay Diversity Code: Consider the delay diversity code [5] which is a popular space-time code. The delay diversity code delays the data stream by one symbol on the second transmit antenna, two symbols on the third antenna and so on. We show that it fails to exploit full spatio-temporal diversity in presence of delay spread. The code word for the standard delay diversity (SDD) code is shown below for the case of
2 . The channel taps are independent across space and time, implying a potential spatio-temporal diversity order of four.
The second and third rows are identical and as a result all error matrices will be low rank. This code only obtains a diversity order of three instead of four. We propose a generalized delay diversity (GDD) scheme in which the data stream is delayed on the second transmit antenna by L symbols, on the third antenna by 2L symbols and so on. The effect of the code delay and the delay spread is to make the transmitted code word, S, Toeplitz, thereby guaranteeing full spatio-temporal diversity. A typical code word is shown above for the case of M T = 2, M R = 1, L = 2, N = 4. This code exploits full, fourth order diversity in the system. Fig. 1 compares the performance of the the SDD and GDD codes. The channel taps are assumed to be uncorrelated across space and time implying a potential diversity order of four. Each transmitted frame is 130 symbols long. Clearly, the SDD fails to exploit full diversity gain, whearas the GDD has higher diversity order. The comparison may seem unfair because the GDD code with higher code delay has more states as compared to the SDD code. However, our goal in comparing the two schemes is to show that the extra states don't merely buy coding gain but help in exploiting full diversity as is clear from the steeper FER slope. Conclusions: We have presented a framework for analyzing space-time codes for a delay spread channel. We have proposed a generalized delay diversity code with code delay matched to the delay spread which exploits full spatiotemporal diversity. 
